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To adopt, parents must be ready to adapt
BY CHRISTINE TOBAR
Special to The Daily Record

British author George Gissing once said: “Time is
money, says the proverb, but turn it around and you
get a precious truth. Money is time.” No matter how
you spin it, for families hoping to adopt, time and
money are what stand between them and their children. For Maryland attorneys representing those families, their biggest concern is ensuring their clients’
time and money is well-spent.
“For adoptive parents, there are a lot of prohibitions in terms of what they can and can’t do,” said
Mark Scurti, an attorney at Pessin Katz Law in Towson. “There are a lot of legal loopholes, and the adoption process is highly regulated in this state.”
The amount of money a family spends depends on
the type of adoption. There are no fees involved when
adopting through the public foster care system, but in
independent, international and agency adoptions,
adoptive parents can expect to pay $5,000 to $40,000,
according to the Child Welfare Information Gateway,
a service of the Children’s Bureau, Administration for
Children and Families of the U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services. Costs vary based on
agency and the type of adoption, but fees can include
travel costs, legal counsel, home study and parent
preparation courses.
International adoptions can be the most costly and
time-consuming, as adoptive parents must follow the
guidelines from the country they wish to adopt. The
length of time, rules and costs vary for each country,
and other hurdles, such as bans similar to the one
Russian President Vladimir Putin enacted in recent
months, can bring additional costs, risk and
heartache.
“While there aren’t any other countries that have
imposed specific bans like Russia, there are countries
that have a lot of criteria families must meet in order
to adopt,” said Jennifer Fairfax, who runs an independent law firm in Silver Spring specializing in adoption.
From length of time couples must be married to restrictions on body mass indices, China is a good ex-
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Attorney Jennifer Fairfax outside the Baltimore County Courthouse with adoptive parents John and Jennifer Dingle with
7-month-old daughter Julia.

ample of a country that has a lot of provisions families
must meet in order to adopt, Fairfax said. While China
hasn’t full out banned U.S. families from adopting like
Russia, it has toughened its criteria.
According to the 2012 Annual Report on Intercountry Adoption, the U.S. Department of State Bureau of
Consular Affairs, which handles all intercountry adoptions in the U.S., reported that Americans as a whole
adopted 8,668 foreign children in fiscal year 2012. The
majority of those adoptions were from China and
Ethiopia. According to the report, Maryland families
adopted 235 children.

Families wary of risks involved with international
adoptions can work with countries that are part of The
Hague Adoption Convention. The Convention, created
in 1993, aims to prevent the sale or kidnapping of children, encourages domestic adoptions and requires a
central authority in each participating country to oversee adoptions. Countries that signed the Convention
must follow the Hague adoption procedures. To date,
more than 80 countries participate.
Whether domestic or international, the ultimate
See adopt 12A

Forget about the prenup; now it’s the postnup
They may seem cynical,
but experts say planning
ahead makes sense
BY AMY BURROUGHS
Special to The Daily Record

MAXIMILIAN FRANZ

Attorney Ferrier Stillman says the postnup conversation can be ‘a difficult one’ for most
couples, who don’t necessarily look at their finances in a practical way.

When Facebook co-founder and billionaire Mark Zuckerberg married last
May, media outlets had one question:
Did he have a prenup? Five years from
now, they may be asking if the couple
has a postnup.
Call them savvy or cynical, postnuptial agreements are increasingly popular
among married couples planning how
to divide assets after divorce or death.
In a 2012 poll, 51 percent of American
Academy of Matrimonial Lawyers members reported seeing more postnups in
the last three years. Often prompted by
a change in financial status or a desire
to play it safe after a spouse’s extramar-
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ital affair, such agreements also are
used by couples who marry later and
have stepchildren or more of their own
assets.
Postnups may be more common, but
that doesn’t make them easier, said Ferrier Stillman, a partner with Tydings &
Rosenberg LLP. “For very practical
people who look at their finances in a
very practical, not a fairy-tale-romantic
way, it’s an easier conversation,” she
said. “For almost everybody else, it’s a
difficult one.”
Stillman attributes the increase, in
part, to recession-induced economic
anxiety: “It was one thing to have to divide your assets 50-50 when you had a
robust 401(k) and your house was
worth a lot. But now when everything is
worth less, people are taking measures
to protect themselves that they never
did in the past, particularly when a marriage looks somewhat shaky.”
What’s more, the AAML poll found
See postnup 12A
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Postnup >> Anxiety over faltering economy driving force for couples’ agreements
Continued from 8 A

that 36 percent of attorneys said wives
are more frequently the initiator. Cheryl
Hepfer, a principal in Offit Kurman’s
Bethesda office, is a former AAML president and president of the International
Academy of Matrimonial Lawyers. She
attributes that change to women’s increasing awareness of options, thanks
in part to the Internet.
Wives who give husbands a second
chance after an affair may use a postnup to outline what will happen if the
reconciliation fails. “What we’ve seen is
women now saying, ‘I’m willing to
[work on the marriage] … but I need to
know that I have some power and control,” Hepfer said.
Those sorts of agreements are tricky,
according to Susan Elgin, a partner with
Baltimore-based Kaufman, Ries &
Elgin PA. “You can negotiate them and
draft them, but whether they would be
upheld later on is a difficult thing to
say,” Elgin said.
When the AAML poll asked attorneys who initiates postnups more often,
42 percent said men, 10 percent said
women and 48 percent reported no difference. Couples’ motivations vary
widely. Men who are the primary breadwinners may want a postnup because
they have more to protect financially.
For a stay-at-home mother, a postnup
can be security against financial dependence. A woman who has achieved
financial success on her own may seek
to protect it.

And couples’ views may change over
time, said Sheila Sachs of Gordon
Feinblatt LLC, another Baltimore firm.
A decade of marriage may yield a different perspective on their situation — or
on an existing prenup.
Compared with prenups, postnups
are less tested in the courts, so they are
not as certain, attorneys said. Although
couples make all kinds of marital agreements ¾ defining the frequency of sexual relations, who will do what in terms
of careers ¾ they aren’t guaranteed,
Hepfer said.
“The [AAML] always counsels their
clients that we’re not sure of the degree
of enforceability of some of these agreements,” she said.
While some couples get creative,
most postnups cover finances and assets. Sachs’ postnup clients typically
have substantial net worth, although
some are middle-class couples with an
inheritance or, conversely, a burden-

some debt. In the latter case, a postnup
could protect one partner from the
other’s liability. “I see [postnups] as
growing, but I don’t see them as something for everyone,” she said.
Hepfer, on the other hand, said they
are no longer limited to the wealthy,
again in part because of the Internet’s
equalizing effect.
Despite their practicality, popular
culture still takes a somewhat cynical
view of marital agreements. Elgin, however, said planning ahead makes sense:
“Anybody with any kind of assets ¾
even if you don’t have a lot of assets ¾
if you want to talk about how certain finances are going to be controlled
throughout the marriage, it’s not a bad
thing to have that agreement.”
Sachs advises couples seeking a
postnup to focus on common goals.
While discussing the possibility of divorce is part of the process, she said,
the most successful agreements are es-

sentially about estate planning.
“The fact is that there is a lot of legal
implication that is significant in making
these decisions,” Sachs said. “It’s not
‘This is what I want.’”
Stillman said couples should first
look at what the law would normally
provide and then compare how a postnup might alter the outcome. The potential drawbacks, she said, are not just the
anxiety of such conversations, but also
the fact that each party must be willing
to give something up. A wife may waive
alimony, but in exchange the husband
might give her a large portion of marital
property.
“It’s a negotiation,” Stillman said.
Even so, she said couples need good
reasons to pursue such agreements: “I
do not think anyone should say lightly
to their spouse, ‘Hey, let’s have a
prenup.’ … Find out the pros and cons
first, because it can be a very difficult
conversation.”
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goal for all parties in the adoption
process, Fairfax said, is to ensure the
safety and well-being of the child. Scurti
agrees. Scurti represents a child from
South Korea who is in the process of
being adopted by a relative who lives in
Maryland.
“The child has to give consent. It’s
the attorney’s job to ensure that the
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child understands they know what they
are consenting. The child should understand they are not being forced, coerced
or offered anything to participate in the
adoption,” Scurti said.
For domestic adoptions, once both
parties have agreed and consented, the
case is brought to the Circuit Court in
the county in which they live, where a
judge grants an order of adoption. The
adoption is not final until after a 30-day
revocation period, which starts from the
date the adoption grant is issued.
Carolyn Thaler, an attorney for
Turnbull, Nicholson & Sanders in
Towson, says the revocation period really puts families at risk of losing their
child.
“In many states, after a baby is born,
there is a 72-hour waiting period before
the birth parents can sign over the child.
But once the 72 hours has passed, it becomes irrevocable,” Thaler said. “But in
Maryland, that is not the case, and that 30day waiting period is really excruciating.”
For years, Maryland attorneys have
tried to shorten the revocation period to
help families avoid the heartache.
“The revocation period in Maryland
used to be a lot longer. Thank God, we
got it down to 30 days,” Thaler said.
But that’s not the only headache.
Maryland is at a disadvantage compared with other states when it comes
to compensation for birth families.
Maryland prohibits any type of financial

support for birth parents. As a result,
many Maryland birth parents seek adoptive parents outside of the state. Del.
Kathleen Dumais, D-Montgomery
County, is sponsoring a bill (HB 563)
that aims to resolve this issue. Opponents of the bill have called the practice
“baby-buying” but attorneys like Thaler
and Fairfax disagree.
“This really puts Maryland in competition with other states who allow adoptive families to pay living expenses. For
the birth mother who can’t get a job and
is struggling to pay her rent, this support
helps ensure the baby is growing in a
nurturing, healthy and safe environment.
The less stress the birth mother has to
endure, the better it is for the baby and
the adoptive families who will eventually care for the child,” Fairfax said.
Both Thaler and Fairfax say it has
been a tough battle for this bill, but both
hope that for the sake of adoptive parents in Maryland the bill gets passed.
“Compared to other states, Maryland
has been restrictive when it comes to
adoption law and has been proud of it,”
Dumais said. “But this bill is modeled on
the Virginia statute which covers reasonable expenses for the birth mother.
Other states around us are making this
modest adjustment, and I would think
this bill has a decent chance of passing.
I think this is the right thing.”
The bill is set to be heard by a House
committee on Feb. 28.
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